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One of the most popular shows to come out of Shondaland,
Shonda Rhimes’s production company, is ABC’s political
drama Scandal (2012–18)—a series whose tremendous
success and marketing savvy led LA Times critic Mary
McNamara to hail it as "the show that Twitter built" and Time
magazine to name its protagonist as one of the most
influential fictional characters of 2013. The series portrays a
fictional Washington, DC, and features a diverse group of
characters, racially and otherwise, who gather around the
show’s antiheroine, Olivia Pope, a powerful crisis manager
who happens to have an extramarital affair with the president
of the United States. For seven seasons, audiences learned a
great deal about Olivia and those interwoven in her complex
world of politics and drama, including her team of "gladiators
in suits," with whom she manages the crises of Washington’s
political elite. This volume, named for both Olivia’s team and
the show’s fans, analyzes the communication, politics,
stereotypes, and genre techniques featured in the television
series while raising key questions about the intersections of
race, gender, sexuality, and viewing audiences. The essays
range from critical looks at various members of Scandal’s
ensemble, to in-depth analyses of the show’s central themes,
to audience reception studies via interviews and social media
analysis. Additionally, the volume contributes to research on
femininity, masculinity, and representations of black
womanhood on television. Ultimately, this collection offers
original and timely perspectives on what was one of
America’s most "scandalous" prime-time network television
series.
This new book by the well-known anthropologists Jean and
John L. Comaroff explores the global preoccupation with
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criminality in the early twenty-first century, a preoccupation
strikingly disproportionate, in most places and for most
people, to the risks posed by lawlessness to the conduct of
everyday life. Ours in an epoch in which law-making, lawbreaking, and law-enforcement are ever more critical
registers in which societies construct, contest, and confront
truths about themselves, an epoch in which criminology,
broadly defined, has displaced sociology as the privileged
means by which the social world knows itself. They also
argue that as the result of a tectonic shift in the triangulation
of capital, the state, and governance, the meanings attached
to crime and, with it, the nature of policing, have undergone
significant change; also, that there has been a palpable
muddying of the lines between legality and illegality, between
corruption and conventional business; even between crimeand-policing, which exist, nowadays, in ever greater,
hyphenated complicity. Thinking through Crime and Policing
is, therefore, an excursion into the contemporary Order of
Things; or, rather, into the metaphysic of disorder that
saturates the late modern world, indeed, has become its
leitmotif. It is also a meditation on sovereignty and citizenship,
on civility, class, and race, on the law and its transgression,
on the political economy of representation.
When American Jewish men intermarry, goes the common
assumption, they and their families are "lost" to the Jewish
religion. In this provocative book, Keren R. McGinity shows
that it is not necessarily so. She looks at intermarriage and
parenthood through the eyes of a post-World War II cohort of
Jewish men and discovers what intermarriage has meant to
them and their families. She finds that these husbands strive
to bring up their children as Jewish without losing their
heritage. Marrying Out argues that the "gendered ethnicity" of
intermarried Jewish men, growing out of their religious and
cultural background, enables them to raise Jewish children.
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McGinity’s book is a major breakthrough in understanding
Jewish men’s experiences as husbands and fathers, how
Christian women navigate their roles and identities while
married to them, and what needs to change for American
Jewry to flourish. Marrying Out is a must read for Jewish men
and all the women who love them.
First published in 2013. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular Television Shows Set in New
York Citye-artnow sroFocus On: 100 Most Popular Fox
Network Showse-artnow sroFocus On: 100 Most Popular
Television Series by Warner Bros. Televisione-artnow
sroElectronic MediaThen, Now, and LaterTaylor & Francis
A guide to collecting the television magazine which includes
fifty years of national and regional covers, a history of
television programming, a publication history of the guide,
and a table of the current market value for each issue.

In The History of Music Production, Richard James
Burgess draws on his experience as a producer,
musician, and author. Beginning in 1860 with the first
known recording of an acoustic sound and moving
forward chronologically, Burgess charts the highs and
lows of the industry throughout the decades and
concludes with a discussion on the present state of
music production. Throughout, he tells the story of the
music producer as both artist and professional, including
biographical sketches of key figures in the history of the
industry, including Fred Gaisberg, Phil Spector, and Dr.
Dre. Burgess argues that while technology has defined
the nature of music production, the drive toward greater
control over the process, end result, and overall artistry
come from producers. The result is a deeply
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knowledgeable book that sketches a critical path in the
evolution of the field, and analyzes the impact that
recording and disseminative technologies have had on
music production. A key and handy reference book for
students and scholars alike, it stands as an ideal
companion to Burgess's noted, multi-edition book The
Art of Music Production.
No descriptive material is available for this title.
Historian Sara Eskridge examines television’s rural
comedy boom in the 1960s and the political, social, and
economic factors that made these shows a perfect fit for
CBS. The network, nicknamed the Communist
Broadcasting System during the Red Scare of the 1940s,
saw its image hurt again in the 1950s with the quiz show
scandals and a campaign against violence in westerns.
When a rival network introduced rural-themed programs
to cater to the growing southern market, CBS latched
onto the trend and soon reestablished itself as the
Country Broadcasting System. Its rural comedies
dominated the ratings throughout the decade, attracting
viewers from all parts of the country. With fascinating
discussions of The Andy Griffith Show, The Beverly
Hillbillies, Petticoat Junction, and other shows, Eskridge
reveals how the southern image was used to both
entertain and reassure Americans in the turbulent 1960s.
This book spotlights the 25 most important sitcoms to
ever air on American television—shows that made
generations laugh, challenged our ideas regarding
gender, family, race, marital roles, and sexual identity,
and now serve as time capsules of U.S. history. •
Identifies the reason each show was a turning point in
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American television and provides analysis of the issues
and themes present in each sitcom, how the content was
received by the American public, and the lasting effects
of the program • Covers a time period of more than half
a century, from I Love Lucy to Modern Family • Clearly
demonstrates how television as well as American ideals
and values have changed dramatically over a fairly short
period of time
The word ‘prepper’ seems to have burst onto the scene
within the last 10 years, and has increasingly become
associated with “fringe” extremists. They have been
labeled by some as “domestic terrorists.” But is
prepping a new phenomenon? Or is it a manifestation of
a growing collective psyche that has learned, from
traumatic events throughout our history, that
preparedness is critical to human survival? For new
preppers who think the worst is yet to come, this book
offers a walk through history that shows the worst has
been here before. For those who wonder why so many
people are concerned about being prepared, this book
will show that when the worst has made an appearance,
those who weathered it best were those who were
prepared. For those already familiar with history’s worst
who think, “THAT will never happen again!”—this book
offers a reminder of the Wall Street adage: “Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.” For those
who wonder what a prepper is, this book offers a look at
what they used to be—and what they are today.
An Oscar-winning Best Actress for her tour-de-force role
in Come Back, Little Sheba, Shirley Booth would
ultimately win every major acting award that could be
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bestowed on an actress. Awarded three Tony Awards,
two Emmys, and a Golden Globe, Booth was described
by the judges at the Cannes Film Festival as “The
World’s Best Actress.” Yet today fans know her best as
the warm-hearted, busybody maid of television’s Hazel.
This, the first biography of the beloved star, provides
complete coverage of a career that encompassed
theater, film, radio, and television, and co-stars such as
Humphrey Bogart and Katharine Hepburn. It begins with
Shirley’s childhood in Brooklyn, and her rebellious
decision to become an actress against the wishes of her
strict father. Included is complete coverage of her
tumultuous marriage to radio comedian Ed Gardner (of
“Duffy’s Tavern” fame), and a second, happier union
that ended abruptly with her husband’s death of a heart
attack. Readers of this exhaustively researched
biography will come to know a versatile and gifted star
whose career spanned almost 60 years. Appendices
provide extensive details of her Broadway, film, radio
and television (episode-by-episode) credits.
Master the art of article writing! The world of journalism is
changing rapidly, and the modern journalist needs more than
a basic knowledge of article writing to navigate it. The
Complete Guide to Article Writing provides a compass for
freelancers and students of journalism looking to write
successfully on a wide variety of topics and for many different
markets--both in print and online. From researching and
interviewing to writing features, reviews, news articles,
opinion pieces, and even blog posts, this one-stop guide will
illuminate the intricacies of article writing so you can produce
entertaining, informative, and salable articles. • Learn how to
write coherently, cohesively, and concisely. • Choose the
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proper structure for the article you want to write. • Weave
narrative and fact seamlessly into your pieces. • Develop
your freelance platform with the latest in social media outlets.
• Pitch your ideas like a pro. • Develop a professional
relationship with editors. • And much more! Modern
journalism can be a treacherous terrain, but with The
Complete Guide to Article Writing as your companion, you'll
not only survive the journey--you'll be able to write pieces that
inform, entertain, inspire, delight--and sell!
Thirty million loyal TV Guide readers know where to find the
best TV crosswords ever created. Puzzles with television
themes from the most widely read weekly magazine in the
world make this collection a television lover’s dream book.
It’s spiral bound, oversize, and filled with hundreds of
crosswords that will challenge anyone’s television IQ. There
are classic favorites from the 1960s, ‘70s, ‘80s, and ‘90s;
take a walk down memory lane, and answer “___ Masters in
Rin Tin Tin” (just 3 letters). Try the best contemporary
crosswords from TV Guide Crosswords Magazine. All that,
plus brain teasers and fun trivia quizzes offer hours of fun.
Bewitched star Elizabeth Montgomery was one of the most
prolific and popular actresses of the twentieth century. In her
more than five hundred appearances on television, film and
the stage, Elizabeth Montgomery’s talent, charisma, and
personality have charmed millions for decades. This delightful
new book delineates, dissects, and celebrates the diversity
and minutia of Montgomery’s remarkable career, while
chronicling just how much her real life spilled into her historic
roles on stage and screen. The book is based on Pilato’s
exclusive interviews with the actress and supplemented with
commentary provided by myriad entertainment professionals,
journalists, and media and classic TV historians, including the
Oscar-nominated actress Juanita Moore (Montgomery’s costar from the historic “White Lie” episode of TV’s 77 Sunset
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Strip), and producer/writer/actor Jimmy Lydon (Elizabeth’s costar from the Wagon Train episode “The Victorio Bottecelli
Story.”) Including plot summaries, airdates, release dates,
and behind-the-scenes notes and anecdotes of select
performances, The Essential Elizabeth Montgomery is the
ultimate handy, entertaining, and informative reference to the
on- and off-screen adventures of one of the world’s most
beloved stars.
Young women today have achieved as much as, and in many
cases far exceeded, males in both educational and
occupational terms. While this presents many opportunities, it
also creates confusion in terms of re-negotiating traditional
gender roles. The fictional representation of young women in
recent film and television shows demonstrates how these
tensions, created by the specific sociopolitical climate of the
post-recession era, are being worked out. One specific
television show focused on intelligent young women caught
up in these contradictions is Girls. The show explores the
lives of four female friends living in Brooklyn, two years after
their college graduation, as they try to support themselves
with low-paying jobs, and deal with various struggles around
relationships, careers, and friendships. The HBO half-hour
sitcom, created, written by and starring Lena Dunham,
premiered on April 15th 2012 after receiving a flood of initial
buzz and criticism, both positive and negative. This collection
is the first to discuss the cultural, political and social
implications of this innovative series. The contributors
examine Girls through a variety of lenses: sexual, racial,
gender, relationships between the male and female
characters, as well as friendships between the young women.
This variety of perspectives explains why Girls has had the
profound cultural impact it has made, in the short time it has
been on the air.
Electronic Media: Then, Now, and Later provides a synopsis
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of the beginnings of electronic media in broadcasting and the
subsequent advancements into digital media. The Then,
Now, and Later approach focuses on how past innovations
laid the groundwork for changing trends in technology,
providing the opportunity and demand for evolution in both
broadcasting and digital media. An updated companion
website provides links to additional resources, chapter
summaries, study guides and practice quizzes, instructor
materials, and more. This new edition features two new
chapters: one on social media, and one on choosing your
entertainment and information experience. The then/now/later
thematic structure of the book helps instructors draw parallels
(and contracts) between media history and current events,
which helps get students more engaged with the material.
The book is known for its clear, concise, readable, and
engaging writing style, which students and instructors alike
appreciate. The companion website is updated and offers
materials for instructors (an IM, PowerPoint slides, and test
bank)
Many female figures in recent fiction, film, and television
embody the Artemis archetype, modeled on the GrecoRoman goddess of the hunt. These characters are often
identified as heroines and recognized as powerful and
progressive pop icons. Some fit the image of the tough,
resourceful female in a science fiction or fantasy setting, while
others are more relatable, inhabiting a possible future, a
recent past, or a very real present. Examining both iconic and
lesser-known works, this collection of new essays analyzes
the independent and capable female figure as an ideal
representation of women in popular culture.

This carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents.
The sixth season of the fantasy drama television series
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Game of Thrones premiered on HBO on April 24, 2016,
and concluded on June 26, 2016. It consists of ten
episodes, each of approximately 50–60 minutes, largely
of original content not found in George R. R. Martin's A
Song of Ice and Fire series. Some material is adapted
from the upcoming sixth novel The Winds of Winter and
the fourth and fifth novels, A Feast for Crows and A
Dance with Dragons. The series was adapted for
television by David Benioff and D. B. Weiss. HBO
ordered the season on April 8, 2014, together with the
fifth season, which began filming in July 2015 primarily in
Northern Ireland, Spain, Croatia, Iceland and Canada.
Each episode cost over $10 million. This book has been
derived from Wikipedia: it contains the entire text of the
title Wikipedia article + the entire text of all the 593
related (linked) Wikipedia articles to the title article. This
book does not contain illustrations. e-Pedia (an imprint of
e-artnow) charges for the convenience service of
formatting these e-books for your eReader. We donate a
part of our net income after taxes to the Wikimedia
Foundation from the sales of all books based on
Wikipedia content.
From his 1887 literary debut to his many film and
television adaptations, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s
Sherlock Holmes has lost none of his appeal. Besides
Holmes himself, no character in Conan Doyle’s stories
proves as interesting as the astute detective’s constant
companion, Dr. Watson, who somehow seems both
superfluous and essential. While Conan Doyle does not
depict Holmes and Watson as equals, he avoids
presenting Watson as incompetent, as he was made to
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appear on screen for decades. A variety of reimagined
Holmeses and Watsons in recent years have depicted
their relationship as more nuanced and complementary.
Focusing on the Guy Ritchie films, the BBC’s Sherlock
and CBS’s Elementary, this collection of new essays
explores the ideas and implications behind these
adaptations.
This carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your
eReader with a functional and detailed table of contents.
Captain America: Civil War is a 2016 American
superhero film based on the Marvel Comics character
Captain America, produced by Marvel Studios and
distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures. It is
the sequel to 2011's Captain America: The First Avenger
and 2014's Captain America: The Winter Soldier, and the
thirteenth film of the Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU).
The film is directed by Anthony and Joe Russo, with a
screenplay by Christopher Markus & Stephen McFeely,
and features an ensemble cast, including Chris Evans,
Robert Downey Jr., Scarlett Johansson, Sebastian Stan,
Anthony Mackie, Don Cheadle, Jeremy Renner,
Chadwick Boseman, Paul Bettany, Elizabeth Olsen, Paul
Rudd, Emily VanCamp, Tom Holland, Frank Grillo,
William Hurt, and Daniel Brühl. In Captain America: Civil
War, disagreement over international oversight of the
Avengers fractures them into opposing factions—one led
by Steve Rogers and the other by Tony Stark. This book
has been derived from Wikipedia: it contains the entire
text of the title Wikipedia article + the entire text of all the
634 related (linked) Wikipedia articles to the title article.
This book does not contain illustrations.
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Television was one of the forces shaping the cultural
revolution of the 1960s and 1970s, when a blockbuster
TV series could reach up to a third of a country’s
population. This book explores television’s impact on
social change by comparing three sitcoms and their
audiences. The shows in focus – Till Death Us Do Part in
Britain, All in the Family in the United States, and One
Heart and One Soul in West Germany – centered on a
bigoted anti-hero and his family. Between 1966 and 1979
they saturated popular culture, and managed to
accelerate as well as deradicalize value changes and
collective attitudes regarding gender roles, sexuality,
religion, and race.
The Winter 2014 Issue brings us duels and Dashboard
Poets, eels and faux villages, a beloved television icon,
interviews with liberal hero Walter Mondale and
conservative activist Jack Kershaw, Civil War battlefi eld
monuments, and more. From familiar faces and famous
legends to humble commemorations and invented
histories, we explore the tensions between preservation
and progress that have forged the region as we know it.
Not all original works invoke the encore impulse in their
audiences. Those that do generally spawn replications sequels, spin-offs, or re-makes. This book presents a
theory of why some replications succeed and others fail
across genres and media.
In its exploration of some of the most influential, popular, or
critically acclaimed television dramas since the year 2000,
this book documents how modern television dramas reflect
our society through their complex narratives about prevailing
economic, political, security, and social issues. • Identifies
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and explores connections between critically acclaimed
television dramas and real life in the 21st century •
Documents the qualities of television drama series since the
turn of the 21st century in the latest era in television that
some refer to as the "third golden age of television" • Offers
accessible analysis of popular and current television dramas
relevant to educators and students in the fields of media
studies, television, and popular culture as well as anyone who
enjoys modern television drama
It was as if American television audiences discovered the
musical in the early 21st century. In 2009 Glee took the Fox
Network and American television by storm with the
unexpected unification of primetime programming, awkward
teens, and powerful voices spontaneously bursting into song.
After raking in the highest rating for a new show in the
2009-2010 season, Glee would continue to cultivate rabid
fans, tie-in soundtracks and merchandising, and a spinoff
reality competition show until its conclusion in 2015.
Alongside Glee, NBC and Fox would crank up musical
visibility with the nighttime drama Smash and a string of live
musical productions. Then came ABC's comedic fantasy
musical series Galavant and the CW's surprise Golden Globe
darling Crazy Ex-Girlfriend. Television and the musical
appeared to be a perfect match. But, as author Kelly Kessler
illustrates, television had at that point been carrying on a sixtyyear, symbiotic love affair with the musical. From Rodgers
and Hammerstein's appearance on the first Toast of the Town
telecast and Mary Martin's iconic Peter Pan airings to Barbra
Streisand's 1960s CBS specials, The Carol Burnett Show,
Cop Rock, Great Performances, and a string of one-off
musical episodes of sitcoms, nighttime soaps, fantasy shows,
and soap operas, television has always embraced the
musical. Kessler shows how the form is written across the
history of American television and how its various
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incarnations tell the stories of shifting American culture and
changing television, film, and theatrical landscapes. She
recounts and explores this rich, decades-long history by
traversing musicals, stars, and sounds from film, Broadway,
and Las Vegas to the small screen.
Whether it’s Sherlock Holmes solving crimes or Sheldon and
Leonard geeking out over sci-fi, geniuses are central figures
on many of television’s most popular series. They are often
enigmatic, displaying superhuman intellect while struggling
with mundane aspects of daily life. This collection of new
essays explores why TV geniuses fascinate us and how they
shape our perceptions of what it means to be highly
intelligent. Examining series like Criminal Minds, The Big
Bang Theory, Bones, Elementary, Fringe, House, The
Mentalist, Monk, Sherlock, Leverage and others, scholars
from a variety of disciplines discuss how television both
reflects and informs our cultural understanding of genius.
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